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ADM Awards Decatur Industrial Electric as the 2023 Supplier of the Year Winner 
 
DECATUR, Ill., March 20, 2024—Decatur Industrial Electric has been named a 2023 Supplier Award 
winner by ADM (NYSE: ADM), a global leader in sustainability sourced solutions from nature. ADM 
honored seven companies based on superior performance and the ability to deliver exceptional value to 
ADM and its customers.   
 
“ADM’s purpose is to unlock the power of nature to enrich the quality of life, and we cannot achieve that 
purpose without strong partners who share our values and our commitment to driving innovation 
through collaboration,” said Wade Wright, ADM Vice President, Global Indirect Procurement. “That’s 
why we’re excited to recognize these seven suppliers and vendors who have demonstrated excellence in 
safety, service, sustainability, quality, and value while helping us deliver for customers and consumers 
around the world. We are very excited to announce DIE as a recipient this year.”  
 
The award criteria was based on both hard and soft data points from the supplier scorecard process, as 
well as direct feedback from ADM stakeholders. Awards were presented to non-commodity suppliers 
across seven categories: Value in Excellence, Safety Excellence, Quality, Sustainability, Service in 
Excellence, Supplier Diversity, and Supplier of the Year.   
 
Decatur Industrial Electric received the Supplier of the Year award this year.  
 
“Strong partnerships are critical to the success of any company, and we are truly grateful to be 
recognized by our longtime partner ADM,” began Trent Thompson, Owner and President of Decatur 
Industrial Electric. “This award is a testament to our team for their hard work, expertise, and dedication 
to providing the best solutions and value for ADM. We look forward to many more decades of partnering 
with ADM to maximize the uptime reliability of their processing plants and asset optimization.” 
 
About Decatur Industrial Electric 
Decatur Industrial Electric provides electro-mechanical equipment solutions to a variety of industries 
throughout the U.S. from its Decatur, Ill., plant. Our Mission is to be the Strategic Partnership 
performance leader of plant reliability solutions. With a team of dedicated experts, we help customers 
drive a reliability strategy to eliminate unnecessary plant downtime, reduce the total cost of ownership, 
and to keep plants running strong. 
 
Focused on large industrial electric motors that drive manufacturing, we offer the best reliability-based 
new equipment solutions, asset management, in-plant reliability maintenance services, and 
remanufacturing solutions. We are an independent, family-owned company with over 70 years of proven 
service. Learn more at www.decaturindustrial.com. 
 
About ADM 
ADM unlocks the power of nature to enrich the quality of life. We’re a premier global human and animal 
nutrition company, delivering solutions today with an eye to the future. We’re blazing new trails in 
health and well-being as our scientists develop groundbreaking products to support healthier living. 

http://www.decaturindustrial.com/
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We’re a cutting-edge innovator leading the way to a new future of plant-based consumer and industrial 
solutions to replace petroleum-based products. We’re an unmatched agricultural supply chain manager 
and processor, providing food security by connecting local needs with global capabilities. And we’re a 
leader in sustainability, scaling across entire value chains to help decarbonize our industry and safeguard 
our planet. From the seed of the idea to the outcome of the solution, we give customers an edge in 
solving the nutritional and sustainability challenges of today and tomorrow. Learn more at 
www.adm.com.  
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